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GENERAL BIOLOGY AND GENETICS 

Bacteriophage 16-3 is a temperate phage which was isolated from soil 
by Ordogh and Szende (1961). Its host , Rhi zobium meliloti 41 (R .m. 41) , 
is an important bacterium , which is able to fi x nitrogen in a symbiotic 
way in the root nodules of Medicago sativa. Recently several more 
Rhizobium meliloti temperate phage have been isolated in Hungary , but those 
proved to be natural variants of 16-3 (DUDAS et al . 1981 ; MINK et al . 
1982) . 

The appearance and geometry of phage 16-3 resembles the well known 
E. coli phage A, but is slightly bigger (Fig. 1) . The life cycle of the 
phage from infection until lysis of the host cell is 100 mi nutes at 28°c 
and 80 min at 360C . The time consumed for the assembly of the phage 
particle ("eclipse period") is 80 min at 280C and 65 min at 36°c and the 
average burst is 100-250 (OROSZ et al . 1973) . 

Structural proteins 

The head and tail structures of phage 16- 3 dissociate at 40°C after 
24 hrs incubation , or by 0.05 M EDTA treatment . This process is reversed 
at low temperatures (4°c) . Ut i lizing this phenomenon the head and tail 
structures can be separated either on a sucrose gradient or by electro
pho resis in 0.8% agarose /ERDEI et al . 1982) . The SDS- polyacrylamide
-gel - electrophoresis of 125I- or 35s-methionine labeled head and tail 
fractions have shown that the head of phage 16-3 builds up from 3 major 
(18 . 5 kd , 31 . 5 kd , 47 kd) and 5 minor (25 kd , 27 kd, 50 kd, 59 kd , 68 
kd) proteins , while the tail consists of two major polypeptides (72 kd, 
86 kd) . The isoelectric point (pI) of the proteins falls between 6-6 . 5, 
except th e 47 kd head protein which has a pI around pH 8. This basic 
protein may play an important role in the interaction of the phage DNA 
and head structure . In two- dimensional separation (isoelectric focusing 
followed by SOS-gel - electrophoresis) of proteins of 16- 3-infected- and 
not infected-R .m. 41 cells the intracellular forms of a number of 16-3 
proteins , including the structural proteins, can be identified . This 
makes it possible to follow the synthesis of 3 structural proteins (18 . 5 
kd , 31 . 5 kd , 47 kd) after phage infection . The kinetics of the synthesis 
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of these proteins were identical to those concluded from the temperature 
shift-up experiment with the late class of temperature sensitive (ts) 
mutants--i .e . they become dominant 50 minutes after infection (ERDEI et al. 
1982 ; OROSZ et al . 1973) . It is worth mentioning that there is a striking 
similarity in number , distribution and sizes of structural proteins 
between 16-3 and E. e ol i phage" · This convergency might be a reflection 
of the similar geometry of the two phages . 

Fig . 1. Rhi zobium melilot i 41 temperate bacteriophage 16-3 (From col
lection of B. DUDAS) . 

The DNA of phage 16-3 

The chromosome of phage 16-3 is double stranded, linear DNA , with 5' 
protruding single stranded, complementary "sticky" sequences at the ends . 

The circularizati on of the phage DNA through the sticky ends can be 
detected both by restriction analysis (DALLMANN et al . 1979) and by elec
tron microscopy (MINK et al . 1982). The length of the phage chromosome 
is 61 kb (DALLMANN et al . 1979) . 
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Transduction: de, pc and tr particles 

Phage 16-3 transduces specifically the cys 46 gene of R.m. 41 (SVAB 
et al. 1978). The frequency of the cysteine transducing particles in 
LFt lysates is around 10-6, and increases up to 10-3 - 10-1 in HFT lysates . 
An HFT lysate may contain two types of cys+ transducing particles, defec
tive (de) particles, which are unable to form plaques, and plaque-forming 
(pc) particles . In the de particles varying segments of the essential 
genes are missing. If pc particles are plated with cys 46- bacteria, the 
lysogenic cells growing in the center of the plaques regain the cys 46+ 
allele and show a cys+ phenotype. However, the pc particles are unstable 
and readily segregate nontransducing wild type particles at high frequency 
(70-90%) , and tr particles at low frequency (1-2%) (DORGAI et al . 1981 ). 
The tr particles are stable, no longer segregating cysteine-transducing 
plaque-forming viable phages . They carry a 6.3-7 .5 kb segment (including 
the cys 46+ gene) of the bacterial chromosome, while some 5-5 .8 kb from 
the phage DNA sequence is lost. 

One of the natural variants of phage 16-3, phage 11, can transduce 
several markers scattering along the chromsome of the host (MINK et al. 
1982) . The only small nonhomology (~0 .15 kb) between the DNA sequences 
of 16-3 and 11 maps in a narrow region where the attachment sequence of 
16-3 lies (DORGAI et al. 1981) . 

Transfection with 16-3 DNA 

The method of Rhizobium transformation (SELVARAI AND IYER 1981) is 
efficient for transfection and 103 plaques can be recovered from lµg 
16-3 DNA (DALLMANN unpublished result) . A transfection system with helper 
phage was established by O<ONDOROSI et al al. 1974). Two functions of the 
helper phage were revealed: induction of DNA uptake and marker rescue 
of the transfecting DNA . The function of the early genes of the helper 
phage is essential in the latter process. 

Mutants , functions, conditional lethal mutations, 
early and late functions 

Some 150 temperature sensitive (ts) mutants have been isolated (OROSZ 
and SIK 1970; 1971 ; SZENDE 1972; OROSZ et al. 1973) . These mutants can 
grow at 28 - 32°C, but cannot grow at 36°C . Recently two nonsense suppressor 
strains of R.m . 41 have been isolated (PALAGYI and MARINCS unpublished 
results) which permit the isolation of nonsense mutants of 16-3 . 

Temperature shift- up experiments showed that the ts mutants can be 
classified into early and late types . In the case of the early 
mutants , if the first 20-40 min of the phage development happened at 
the permissive temperature the complete development cannot be inhibited 
by the nonpermissive temperature . The development of the late ts 
mutants requires the permissive temperature in the first 50-60 min, 
which indicates that the manifestation of the mutant genes happens 
in the second half of the life cycle . The expression of the early genes 
influences the expression of the late cistrons: the full expression 
of the early genes is required for the complete manifestation of 
the late cistrons (OROSZ et al . 1973). 

Clear mutants and the regulator gene : the wild type phage 16-3 
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forms t urbid plaques , indicating the ability to lysogenize the bacterium . 
The plaques of the clear mutants (C) are transparent due to the loss of 
this ability . A number of C mutants isolated so far fall into one cis
tron (regulator, immunity cistron , gene) coding for the repressor 
protein . 

Deletion and nonsense mutants , a number of nonconditional mutants, 
various double mutants and 8 ti mutants (ti = thermo-inducible mutant , 
ts allele of the C gene) are registered (OROSZ 1980; OROSZ and DUDAS 
1980) . A detailed fine scale genetic map has been established for this 
cistron (OROSZ et al . 1980) . The ti mutants form turbid plaques at 
lower temperatures (28-34°C) but clear ones at 36°C . The temperature 
where the phenotypic shift happens (i . e . below which the plaque is 
turbid , above which it is clear) characterizes each ti mutant . 

Certain pairs of the ti mutants show interallelic complementation. 
These mutants map in the left half of the gene and indicate that the 
active form of the repressor protein of phage 16-3 builds up from identi
cal subunits and that the part of the subunit which corresponds to the 
left half of the gene plays an important role in the interaction of the 
subunits . Other t i mutants map in the right extreme segment of the C 
gene, are extremely sensitive to the superinfection of weak virulent 
operator mutants of phage 16-3 , and indicate that this part of the 
repressor protein is involved in the binding of the repressor protein to 
the operator DNA segment (DUDAS and OROSZ 1980) . 

Double -ti mutants : these mutants were constructed by crossing 
various t i mutants . In any combination , but one , their plaques , unlike 
that of the parental types , are clear at 30°C . An efficient test-cross 
was developed to prove that these mutants carried both parental ti muta
tions : when a double-ti mutant was back-crossed with a deletion mutant 
where the deletion overlapped only one of the parental ti mutations , 
always that ti allele was recovered (as a turbid plaque forming recom
binant) which was opposite to the deleted segment (OROSZ 1980) . The 
clear plaques of the double-ti mutants indicate that the two conditional 
(ts) mutations together inactivate the repressor protein. One mutant 
tiB6 , however , was exceptional, it did not show this effect in any com
bination with other ti's . TiB6 maps in the extreme left segment of the C 
cistron, and it may mark a highly autonomous domain of the repressor 
protein (DUDAS and OROSZ 1980) , 

Super- repressive mutants has been isolated as second site mutants 
from ti types . They partially regained the ability to lysogenize the 
host , i . e. they formed turbid plaques at temperatures where plaques of 
the original strain were already clear . However , the mutants retained 
the original ti mutation; their plaques were clear at 36?C . These muta
tions map in the C gene , except two, which are located at the left end 
of the gene . There are several indications that these two mutations 
lead to a promoter which is more efficient in transcribing the C gene 
than the wild type promoter (DEAK et al . unpublished experiments) . 

Virulent mutants are believed to mar k the operator loci of temperate 
phages . 16-3 virulent strains can grow and form clear plaques in R. m. 41 
lysogenic for 16-3. However, the C allele carried by the prophage 
greatly determines their growing ability . Strain R. m. 41 (16-3 ti3) is 
the most sensitive host for virulent mutant infection (DUDAS and OROSZ 
1980) . The genetic background of virulence is complex . Two simultaneous 
mutations (avirT and avirC) are required to exhibit this phenotype . The 
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avirT mutaiions map in a narrow segment between the C gene and the early 
genes and may indicate the position of the operator locus for the early 
region . The avirC mutations map in or very close to the left side of 
the C gene (DALLMANN et al. 1980) . 

Other mutations, h (host range) mutants which can grow in certain 
16-3 resistant strains of R. m. 41 or Sand mi which lead to small and 
minute plaaues, respectively, are useful in three ooint crosses as non
selective markers . The Ant - mutants are insensitive to the rabbit 
antiserum prepared against the wild type phage. This mutation maps near 
the h mutants and marks the tail fiber gene of the phage (OROSZ and SIK 
1970) . Lysozyme deficient mutants lack the ability to lyse the cells . 
They can form plaques only in the presence of lysozyme added to the 
medium (OROSZ et al . 1973) . 

Genetic map 

The following order has been established : att region- -avir C; C 
cistron--avir T, recombination genes--Early genes - -Late genes--Lysis 
genes (Fig . 2) . The length of the C cistron--Lysis span is 40 map units 
(SIK and OROSZ 1971 ; SZENDE 1971; OROSZ et al . 1973 ; DALLMANN et al . 
1980 ; OLASZ et al . to be published) . 

Restriction maps and the correlation of the Genetic 
and Physical maps ; the "silent" region 

A number of restriction maps of the phage chromosome have been 
established (Fig . 2) by DALLMANN et al. (1979), by DORGAI et al. (to be 
published) and by JONAS et al . (to be published - -Fig . 3) . Recently , a 
computer program has been develope~ to construct restriction maps from the 
data of double restriction enzyme digests (POLNER et al . to be 
published) . 

If the position of two genetic markers can be identified both in the 
genetic and in the physical map, the two maps can be oriented to each 
other . With overlapping deletions , the localization of the C cistron 
was determined in both maps (HindIII -G fragment and left to the early 
genes-Fig . 2) . The cys46+ insertion of the 16-3tr particles can also 
be anal yzed us ing both approaches . The cys46+ insertion was physically 
mapped i n the tr pa rticles and influenced the region around the Hindi!! 
fragment s F and D (Fig . 3 JONAS et al . to be published , and DORGAI et 
al. 1981) . In a cross where one parent carries the cys46+ insertion 
and the ot her does not , the segregation of this marker can be followed , 
In three point cr osses when recombinants were selected between any pai r 
of mutations located in the ea r ly , late or C genes, the cys+;cys-
marker pair segregated as outside markers closer to the end defined by 
the C cistron . The att-cys46+ insertion--C cistron--Early genes - -Late 
genes array has been deduced with certainty . The results of the 3-point 
tests were confirmed with a four point cross cys46+-ti5 x ti3 - ts5124 
(Early mutation) , where the order of t i5 - ti3-ts5124 had been established 
earlier . In this cross , both products of the recombination between the 
two ti mutations could be scored . One class of the recombinants is c+ , 
forming turbid plagues at 36C 0

, while the reciprocal class , the ti5-ti3 
double -ti mutant , forms clear plaques at 30C 0 • Among these recombinants, 
the ts5124/ts+ and the cys+/cys - marker pairs segregated as markers 
on opposite flanks : the c+ recombinants carried the cys- and ts+ 
alleles , the ti5 - ti3 recombinants the cys+ and ts5124 combination . 
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This segregation definitely proved the cys46+-ti5-ti3 (C gene)--ts5124 
(Early gene) order (DORGAI et al . 1981). 
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The orientation of the two maps showed that a large part of the left 
half of the 16-3 chromosome (20 kb or more) has not been marked geneti
cally : none of the mutations mapped in this arm. Extensive deletions 
have been identified in this "silent" region without severe effect on 
the viability of the phage . 

PHAGE 16-3 AS A POTENTIONAL CLONING AND EXPRESSION 
VECTOR FOR RHIZOBIA 

Although, the biological function of the silent region of the 16-3 
chromosome is not known, the practical value of this region is apparent. 
The silent region could be replaced by other DNA . If the cys46+ trans
ducing derivatives were used instead of the wild type chromosome , the 
identification of the recombinant chromosomes could be done by simple 
replica plating . A phage chromosome, carrying DNA other than the cys46+ 
sequence in the insertion, does not form cys+ lysogenic colonies with 
the cys46- mutant of R.m. 41 . Furthermore, the cys46+ gene is expressed 
in the 16-3tr chromosome, and for this expression transcription is initi
ated from a promoter not controlled by the phage repressor . Genes on a 
DNA segment inserted at the cys46+ gene, downstream to its promoter , 
can also be expressed in the l6-3tr chromosome . For construction of the 
16-3 vector molecule, the elimination of the restriction sites outside 
the silent region and cys46+ insertion is needed. Besides the in 
vitro ways , an in vivo resolution of the problem is also possible by 
using plasmid pGY2 (KISS et al . 1980) . 

Plasmid pGY2 is a composite molecule of pGYl and the 16-3 prophage . 
Plasmid pGYl has been isolated by KISS et al . (1980) from the wide host 
range conjugative plasmid RP68.45 (HAAS and HOLLOWAY 1976) . This plas
mid carries the attachment site (att-b) for 16-3 along with the nearby 
cys46+ gene from the R.m. 41 genome . Phage 16-3 readily lysogenizes 
at the plasmid-borne att-b site . The resulting plasmid , pGY2 , retained 
all the characteristics and markers of pGYl, and by conjugation it can be 
transferred at high frequency into other Gram negative bacteria and back 
to R. m. 41. The segregation of the plasmid and the zygotic induction of 
the prophage upon conjugation is only 30% and does not decrease signifi
cantly the efficiency of the transfer . 

After several cycles of successive propagation of pGY2 in a restric
tive Gram negative host and R.m. 41, phage molecules losing restr i ction 
sites would be enriched . After appropriate crosses of such phages , the 
vector molecule can be developed . 

RECOMBINATION PATTERN OF PHAGE 16- 3 

The large collection of mutants and the sensitive detection of 
recombinants in the C gene of phage 16-3 (OROSZ 1980) provided a system 
for studying several aspects of the recombination of this organism and 
its host R. m. 41 . 

Tendency toward additivity in fine scale recombinations 

To study the degree of add i tivity , a phage cross assay has been 
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developed . In these crosses, both parents carried one nonconditional 
mutation in the C cistron and either the ts4 or ts6 mutations in the Late 
region (in some crosses , the pair of ts4 and ts5 has been used instead). 
The frequency of recombination between the ts markers served for an 
internal control to which the recombination between the two C mutations 
could be normalized . Every cross can be performed using two configura
t i ons of the marke rs which differ in the combination of the C and ts 
mutations . The average of the two normalized values developed from this 
pair of crosses has been used to characterize the frequency of recombina 
tion between the C mutations (OROSZ et al . 1980) . Recombination fre 
quencies between pairs of 15 point mutants have shown an apparent tend
ency toward direct cor relation to the distance of mutations without 
indication of a strong marker effect . 

Low negative interference of crossing overs 
over intercistronic distances 

ti - X double mutants , where X's were nonconditional mutations were 
isolated , and crossed with mutant CK , a nonconditional single mutant . 
Both parental phages fo rmed clear plaques at 28C 0 • In this type of 
cross , recombination between the two nonconditional sites X and K can be 
scored as turbid plaque- forming phages at 28C 0 • A further test of these 
plaques at 36° tells the segregation of the ti/ti+ points . If the order 
of the mutations is X-CK-ti or CK-X -ti , the single and double crossovers 
can be identif i ed . A sharp segregat i on , that is, a pronounced majority 
of single crossovers over doubles , has been found . The frequencies for 
doubles were only moderately higher than those values calculated from 
two point recombination data (i . e., low negative interference , with i 
values ranging from 1. 8 to 17 ; OROSZ et al . 1980) . 

In bacteriophage recombination , the negative interference is be 
lieved to be a manifestation of repair (WHITE and FOX 1974) , and data 
for phage 16-3 can be explained by a low capac i ty of repair in R. m. 41 . 
Just an overall low frequency of recombination can be ruled out , for the 
level of general recombination per unit DNA length is similar to that 
observed for E. coli or lambdoid phages (OROSZ et al . 1973 ; 1980a) . 

Mottled plaques and low efficiency of mismatch repair 

A few percent of progeny of a cross between a clear and turbid 
plague - forming 16-3 form clear/turbid (mottled) plaques (OROSZ et al . 
1980 a, b) . The mottled plaque is the manifestation of a phage - carried 
heteroduplex DNA with mismatched base(s) in the C cistron . A large 
number of crosses showed that the potential number (1 - 3) of the mis 
matched base pairs did not influence the frequency of mottling . Further
more , the mottled plaques were observed even in such instances where 
small deletion mutants were crossed with wild type or point mutants of 
16-3. The mottled plaque , in this case , means that the original phage 
chromosome carried a small single- stranded loop , opposite to the dele 
tion . This single stranded loop had not been repaired in R. m. 41 , an 
i nd i cation for low repair capacity . In order to measure the efficiency 
of the R. m. 41 repair at certain points along the 16-3 chromosome , a 
mottled pl aque assay has been developed . The source of the mottled 
pl aques were crosses where ti - X type double mutants were combined with 
wild type phage . The two mutations have specif i c roles : X, the noncondi 
t i onal autonomous mutation , was required to identify the mottled progeny 
at 28C 0 (they should have carried an x;x+ mismatched site) ; at the ti 
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(conditional) site , the repair could be followed . If the turbid sector 
of the mottled plaque was ti type (clear at 36 ° when tested) it defi 
nitely mear,t a ti/ti++ ti/ti repair at this site . The fraction of the 
ti-turbid sectored mottled plaques directly correlates to the frequency 
of repair at the ti/ti+ mismatched site toward ti/ti . This analysis at 
three different sites has shown less than 2% frequency for repair . A 
comparative calculation for the repair efficiency of E. coli revealed 
2- 15 fold higher frequencies at any mi smatched •ite (WILDENBERG and 
MESELSON 1975 ; WHITE and FO X 1975 ; OROSZ et al . 1980a) . 

An expl anation for the recombin ation pattern of 16-3 

The two basic characteristics observed in our exp eriments , the 
normal frequency of single crossovers and the low repair capacity of 
R.m. 41 , provide suitable explanations for the other findings : tendency 
toward additivity in fine scale recombination , rarity of double cross
overs , low negative interference and mottled plaques (ORO SZ et al . 
1980) . 
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Fig . 4. Difference in genetically recombined DNA strands produced by the 
two alternative ways of resolution (pairs of cuts 1 and 2) of a Holliday 
structure mismatched for a central marker b/b+ (see text for further 
description) . 
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ADDITIVITY: Let's suppose that a Holliday-structure (HOLLIDAY 
1964) has been formed between two phage chromosomes, carrying a and b 
mutations in trans , and the process started far outside the a-:- b region 
left to mutation a. The migration of this structure (BROKER~LEHMAN 
1971) may pass site a resulting in two mismatched double strands, with 
identical genetic content a/a+, a/a+ . If the resolution of the structure 
takes place in the a-b region the genetic content of the two double 
helices will be a - b+ and a+ b. We suppose that the mis-

a+ b+ a b 
matched bases homogenized by the subsequent replication and not by the 
repair. The result will be two parental (ab+; a+b) and two recombinant 
(ab ; a+b+) chromosomes. The chance that the resolution happens in the 
a-b region is more or less proportional to the distance of a and b, if 
Die length of the migration is considerably longer than the-a-b region. 
It is worth mentioning that neither the direction of the migration nor 
the way of resolution (i . e ., strand equivalence, HOTCHKISS 1971; Sigal
Alberts isomeria, SIGAL and ALBERTS, 1972) affect the final outcome. 

RARITY OF DOUBLE CROSSOVERS : In the absence of repair, the process 
outlined above can lead only to single crossovers in a three point cross 
where the region defined by the three mutations is considerably shorter 
than the length of the migration of the Holliday structure (OROSZ et 
al . 1980) . However, if the Holliday structure has been formed in one 
of the crossover regions and (after migrating) resolved in the other , 
only the central genetic marker will be mismatched . The two possible 
ways of the resolution (Fig . 4 - 1 and 2 pairs of cuts) result in a 
dramatic difference (after replication) : in an abc x a+b+c+ cross, for 
instance, cuts (1) lead to two reciprocal double crossovers and two 
parental chromosomes, while cuts (2)- lead to two pairs of reciprocal 
single crossovers for both intervals (Fig . 4) . 
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